Summary: Entanglement in macromolecules is an important phenomenon and a subject of multidisciplinary research. As recently discovered, around 4% of proteins form new entangled motifs, called lassos. Here we present the PyLasso-a PyMOL plugin to identify and analyse properties of lassos in proteins and other (bio)polymers, as well as in other biological, physical and mathematical systems. The PyLasso is a useful tool for all researchers working on modeling of macromolecules, structure prediction, properties of polymers, entanglement in fluids and fields, etc. Availability and implementation: The PyLasso and tutorial videos are available at http://pylasso.
Introduction
Entangled macromolecules have attracted a lot of attention in recent years. They form such motifs as knots, slipknots and links (Dabrowski-Tumanski et al., 2017; Jamroz et al., 2015; Lua, 2012) . Recently yet another class of entangled motifs was identified, called lassos (Niemyska et al., 2016) . Lassos are formed in proteins with disulfide bridges (or other types of bridges, including amide, ester, thioester, etc.), once an auxiliary surface of minimal area, spanned on a covalent loop, is pierced by at least one terminus. Lassos are found in around 4% of all proteins, and in 18% of a non-redundant subset of Protein Data Bank (PDB) of proteins with disulfide bridges; systematic classification and information about proteins with lassos can be found in the LassoProt database (DabrowskiTumanski et al., 2016) . Proteins with lassos have important functions and are common in viruses, plants and fungi; one interesting family of proteins with lassos is known as knottins (or miniproteins), which have pharmacological properties. Lassos are universal geometric configurations, which can be also identified in other macromolecules, polymers and other systems.
In this work we present the PyLasso-a PyMOL tool to analyse properties of lassos. The PyLasso detects lassos in any biological, physical and mathematical systems, and provides various geometric characteristics thereof. The PyLasso is an indispensable tool for all researchers working on modeling of macromolecules, structure prediction, properties of polymers and mechanically interlocked molecular architectures (rotaxanes, catenanes), entangled fields, vortex loops, etc.
What is a lasso?
There are several types of lassos, defined as follows (Niemyska et al., 2016) . First, one has to identify a covalent loop (or loops) in a given structure. In proteins such a loop is formed by a part of the backbone, which is closed by one of the bridges mentioned above (disulfide, amide, etc.) . Then, an auxiliary surface of minimal area (referred to as a minimal surface) is spanned on such a loop. One can imagine such a surface as a soap bubble, which attains minimal area by minimizing an appropriate energy functional and the surface Applications Note tension. We approximate such a surface by its triangulation. We can also choose a natural direction along the backbone (e.g. from N to C terminal in case of proteins), which induces an orientation of the minimal surface. To determine a triangulated minimal surface we use mathematical techniques used in computer graphics (Chen et al., 2008) . Once the minimal surface is determined, we verify whether it is pierced by some segment of the backbone. If there is no such piercing, the configuration is called a trivial lasso, denoted L 0 . If one terminus pierces the minimal surface once, twice, or more times (without winding around the closed loop), we call such a configuration a single lasso, double lasso, etc., and denote it by L followed by other data. For example, L þ1N denotes a single lasso, with one positive piercing by the N-terminus. The configuration with a terminus wound around a closed loop is called the supercoiling and denoted LS; e.g. LS 2ÀÀN means that the N-terminus pierces the minimal surface twice in the negative direction (after winding once around the closed loop). A configuration where both termini pierce the minimal surface, respectively i and j times, is denoted LL i;j . An example of lasso configuration of L À2C type (in viral macrophage inflammatory protein II, PDB code 1cm9), with the (triangulated) minimal surface (in grey) spanned on a loop closed by a disulfide bridge (in orange), and with the C-terminus piercing blue and green triangles, is shown in Figure 1 .
How to use the PyLasso
The input data for the PyLasso is a polymer-like chain, defined by a list of coordinates of beads (residues, or other objects forming the chain). Such data can be provided either in the PDB format (C a atoms are then identified as beads), or in XYZ format, which only includes beads' coordinates.
The PyLasso can also analyse the whole series of configurations, e.g. forming a time trajectory during protein folding or other processes. A trajectory data should be provided either in a PDB file with individual frames appropriately separated, or in a file in multistructure XYZ format.
Defining a closed loop and the minimal surface
If a given structure consists of several chains (e.g. in case of proteins uploaded from the PDB), the PyLasso enables to choose which chain should be analysed. In order to identify a lasso, covalent loops in a chain need to be identified. Loops are formed by a piece of a given chain and closed by a bridge, which can be detected automatically, and its type (disulfide, amide, ester, thioester, etc.) can be chosen by a user. Alternatively, a user can specify directly which residues form a bridge, either by typing their sequential numbers, or-in a graphical mode-by highlighting those residues or a part of the backbone chain that forms a loop. The bridge is modeled by a segment spanned between a pair of identified (automatically, or by a user) residues. Once the bridge is identified, the PyLasso calculates the minimal surface spanned on the corresponding closed loop, using techniques discussed in Niemyska et al. (2016) . If several bridges are identified in a single chain, the PyLasso analyses lassos associated to all of them. A user can also impose constraints on allowed bridge configurations, e.g. their maximal length.
Presentation of results
Once the minimal surface associated to a given closed loop is found, the PyLasso detects which segments of the main chain pierce through this surface and identifies a type of the lasso, according to the classification presented above. The PyLasso lists details of all lassos in a given chain in a separate window: their types, the range and length of the loop, a (chemical) type of the bridge, sequential numbers of segments of the backbone chain piercing the minimal surface, and the area of the minimal surface.
The lasso configuration is also presented graphically in the PyMOL environment, as in Figure 1 . Bridges are shown in orange, closed loops and minimal surfaces in grey, and all triangles pierced by the backbone chain in other colors. The graphical representation of a lasso can be smoothed, resulting in a simpler backbone chain configuration, which ignores its local details (helices, sharp turns, etc.), see Figure 1 (right). A user can also impose certain restrictions, e.g. shallow lassos (of prescribed length), which could be removed by thermal fluctuations, can be ignored in the analysis.
Trajectory
The PyLasso enables analysis of trajectories. A user can adjust computation time by choosing the accuracy of calculations and the step (the number of ignored configurations) between consecutive analysed frames.
The results of trajectory analysis are provided in a list, which shows details of detected lassos (their types, lengths, etc.) in each time frame. Moreover a plot presenting locations of segments piercing the minimal surface is generated. A user can also choose a specific time frame, for which more detailed analysis (as in the single frame mode) is conducted.
Gaussian linking number
An additional feature of the PyLasso is the function computing the Gaussian linking number (Panagiotou et al., 2013; Panagiotou, 2015) , which measures how many times a part of the backbone chain winds around the closed loop. This provides more detailed information about the lasso, which complements other results and may be used e.g. to analyse stability of the structure. Conflict of interest: none declared. Fig. 1 . Lasso of type L À2C in viral macrophage inflammatory protein II (PDB code 1cm9). The (grey) minimal surface is spanned on the loop formed by the (grey) part of the backbone and closed by a disulfide bridge (orange). The C-terminus pierces blue and green triangles (in negative and positive directions). Right: the same structure after smoothing (Color version of this figure is available at Bioinformatics online.)
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